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ALICE: Asset Limited, Income Constrained, Employed 
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Goals of the ALICE Project 
The ALICE household survival budget becomes the standard measure used by nonprofit, 
government, business, and academic institutions to define financial insecurity and social 
equity; changing the common vernacular from “working poor” to “ALICE” 

Organizations from various sectors work together to drive and implement institutional and 
systemic changes to remove barriers for working ALICE families  

Employers and policy makers recognize the value of all jobs so that those who work hard 
and help keep our local economies running, earn fair wages and benefits, have job security 
and opportunities for advancement, have predictable work schedules, work in health and 
safety compliant environments, have a voice in the workplace, and have enough flexibility to 
do their jobs well while caring for their families 

1 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Establish better measures of financial insecurityused by nonprofit, government, business, and academic institutionchange the common vernacular from “working poor” to “ALICE”Shift public policy agenda so that all families can meet their basic needsfrom poverty and amelioration to ALICE and systemic change Recognize the value of all jobs Enhance understanding of United Way 



Can a word change a conversation? 
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Used car    vs.   Certified pre-owned 
Gambling    vs.   Gaming 
Working poor  vs.   ALICE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This webinar is the start of a journey for all of you.  It may seem huge and daunting to think about how to get started, but hopefully after today and the coming months of webinars and collaborative work, you will realize that this is not a sprint and that you have support to help you all think about this in digestible chunks and to take baby steps forward.  So, to get you all thinking about what is at the core of this project, I’d like to start by just thinking about language.  Words shape the way we think about things. They have connotations Think about the shift that happened recently in the auto industry where “Used car” was replaced with “certified preowned vehicle”. Suddenly this seems like a good option – safe, reliable, secure…it changed the business of selling these types of cars.Same is true for the an industry tackling its greatest image weakness and turning it into a strength by changing a word is the gaming industry, formerly known as the gambling industry. The products/services didn’t change. Same slot machines. Same dice. But the switch in name changed how people described their behavior in doing it. Gaming – good clean fun. Gambling – dirty, vice. Gaming is a choice, taking a chance, changing the perception of gambling to something more positive.  What’s my point?There are two very important points from this for us to take for our ALICE project:#1 The power of a word to reframe a national debate and drive public opinion in a new direction.  ALICE has the power to do just that.#2Message discipline is so critical - consistent repetition of an issue or idea keeps it on the public’s radar screen—and on the national agenda.  It is critical that we keep the message on point across the country or we jeopardize the success of the overall project.This is exactly the tact we took when unveiling ALICE in New Jersey.  We introduced a new term, used it to tell our United Way story often and kept tight to our script.  



Common language 
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United For ALICE project components: 
 ALICE Report 
 National ALICE Advisory Council 
 Research Advisory Committee 
 ALICE Learning Community 
 Local Community Impact work  

 
Project “Frequently Asked Questions” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We needed consistent and compelling language to arm our staff and volunteers so that we were all saying the same thing to describe the project.  (remember the importance of consistency and repetition in changing the conversation)We have a new term to introduce to the world.  We have to define it and provide appropriate context – ALICE needs a face. The stats provide the alarming context –and get someone to care about ALICE’s fate. We helped all these constituents own their ALICE story.  We needed some norms.  Language to:frame the project steer the conversation guide the communityRationale:Train those closest to us to have a broad base of internal understanding and support for the report Have many internal experts on ALICE to ensure this population is always considered in our work, projects, and initiatives



Brand usage guidelines 
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Adherent to UWW standards: 
 United For ALICE 
 
Usage of ALICE guidelines: 
ALICE stands for Asset Limited, 
Income Constrained, Employed  
Never use “and”, “yet”, or “but”  
Never separate ALICE by periods  

On websites, hyperlink first reference 
to area of website dedicated to ALICE, 
or to UnitedForALICE.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We needed consistent and compelling language to arm our staff and volunteers so that we were all saying the same thing to describe the project.  (remember the importance of consistency and repetition in changing the conversation)We have a new term to introduce to the world.  We have to define it and provide appropriate context – ALICE needs a face. The stats provide the alarming context –and get someone to care about ALICE’s fate. We helped all these constituents own their ALICE story.  We needed some norms.  Language to:frame the project steer the conversation guide the communityRationale:Train those closest to us to have a broad base of internal understanding and support for the report Have many internal experts on ALICE to ensure this population is always considered in our work, projects, and initiatives



Trademark usage guidelines 
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“ALICE” is a registered trademark (US. 
Trademark Serial No. 86524117) 
 

 The ® symbol should be used in the first 
and/or most prominent mention 
 

 It is not necessary to add the ® symbol 
every time the word ALICE is used  
 

 On a website, each web page bearing     
the ALICE mark should be considered a    
unique document, demanding the use of 
the symbol ® with the first use 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We needed consistent and compelling language to arm our staff and volunteers so that we were all saying the same thing to describe the project.  (remember the importance of consistency and repetition in changing the conversation)We have a new term to introduce to the world.  We have to define it and provide appropriate context – ALICE needs a face. The stats provide the alarming context –and get someone to care about ALICE’s fate. We helped all these constituents own their ALICE story.  We needed some norms.  Language to:frame the project steer the conversation guide the communityRationale:Train those closest to us to have a broad base of internal understanding and support for the report Have many internal experts on ALICE to ensure this population is always considered in our work, projects, and initiatives



ALICE: The messaging strategy 
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New word defining new story 
 
Primary messages 
 Not just a fact or stat 
 Huge & hidden population  
 You know and need ALICE 
 ALICE’s struggles are familiar 
 There is hope 

 
Primary goals 
 Provide common language 
 Challenge current thinking 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s talk a bit about the ALICE messaging strategy.  Part of the equation of why ALICE resonates with the press and public is that the timing is right. ALICE is part of the daily headlines, political debates (both sides), part of every day conversation, and part of very real struggles that face our nation.  The only hurdle yet to cross is that while the CONCEPT of ALICE is pervasive…there is no concrete way to define the nebulous term “working poor” – and certainly no way to do so in a positive way.  With our help the calculation will be clear and the term soon will be there too. Today is ALICE’s day (she may not know it yet, but it is). Again, we need to change language and the way the country feels and thinks about this population.  With ALICE, we have the data to sound the alarm.  If cancer were afflicting 1 in 4 in a community….folks would stop and take notice.  Well ALICE was just that pervasive.   It is evident that ALICE needed help…but we need to help our community understand this new “disease”.   And we needed people to see – and relate to – ALICE as one of us, as an essential member of our community.The second part of the equation is that ALICE is a natural tool for story telling and ALICE  helps us “tell our story.” this project is also about changing the way people see United Way.  ALICE gives us a new and innovative way to tell our United Way story to do just that. 



Not just a stat: Huge & hidden population 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fade in slide - revealThis “bringing of ALICE out of the shadows” is the core of our ALICE message strategy:  ALICE needed a face…she is a person…and beyond that, folks needed to understand that their success depended on ALICE (you can’t work if your ailing mom is not tended to…or without your child being cared for in a safe environment, or if ALICE is not there to support us in the workplace).  This type of execution reinforces our main messages:ALICE is not just a fact or stat…ALICE is a person – our son, mom, grandfather)ALICE works hard and is an integral person in our communityWe all need ALICE  We all need to put a face on ALICE and dispel myths or prejudices when we talk about ALICE.  That is why we stress that ALICE is working, sometimes at more than one job, before we talk about his/her struggles – that he or she isn’t always sure that he or she will be able to both put dinner on the table and afford his or her medications. And imagine the crisis of an unexpected car repair, an especially hard winter with high heating bills or the cost of losing a day’s work. 



You know and need many ALICEs 
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Drop off at child care center 
 

Fill up gas tank 
 

Grab lunch at favorite deli 
 

Stop for milk on way home 
 

Check in on your aging parent 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One effective tool we have used in telling this story is getting folks to think about their own lives and just how many ALICEs they rely on.  This are lots of “a-has” and good conversation starts with this exercise.  We have used this at events, in conversations, at meetings.  This also shows how we are all interconnected. ALICE can’t get by without us, but we can’t get by without ALICE.



ALICE’s struggles are familiar, but more dire 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another part of this messaging strategy is about debunking the stereotypes and negative perceptions that people have about those in financial need. We need folks to begin to see that ALICEs struggles are not unlike everyone else’s – this personalizes the plight and makes it very real for folks.This is a game we came up with to illustrate the daily difficult choices ALICE faces.Pay the rent or pay for a car repair so you can get to work. How do you budget for emergencies when you don’t have savings? This shows how that safety net – a savings account – is not something that ALICE has, meaning that ALICE is constantly in a vulnerable position. 



But there is hope; we all own the solutions 
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Call to action:  
Be an ALICE 
ambassador 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And lastly, our messaging strategy always tried to have some sort of call to action.  We don’t want to just raise awareness about ALICE, but we want to inspire action, so a key component of the message is how EVERYONE can help.This weaves ALICE into LIVING UNITED.  We’re not expecting everyone to come up with a brilliant solution to ALICE’s financial trouble.By simply talking about ALICE with neighbors, family and friends, you are helping ALICE.  We also encourage other ways actions can get involved in our work, such as becoming a volunteer tax preparer or a financial coach.  



ALICE: The marketing plan 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, now you know the core messages, we will switch gears and talk about the marketing plan. Basically this is about the audiences we wanted to reach with our ALICE messageSo, this visual represents the marketing strategy for ALICE.  …that first ring are those whose buy-in is essential for its success and The staffBoardKey volunteers (maybe an ALICE/research advisory committee)We need to get the first folks to believe in this project enough to stand up and spread the message.  From there, your job will be easy…



Really, it looks more like this 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is to illustrate that we are all throwing stones and eventually the ripples will meet and overlap…that is good!  But it reinforces the need to be consistent in our language around ALICE. More on that in a moment.



The inner ring: getting buy-in 
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Target audience: 
 Staff (now regional United Way) 
 Board (totally new board) 
 Key Volunteers (later advocates) 
 
Tools: 
 The Report 
 Conversations 
 Work groups 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First audience: The inner ring: Our staff and board were introduced to ALICE.  Credibility was established – this was a product of months of research. But, that was all we had - a Report.  All staffers got a copy and the debate began.  We challenged it, wrestled with the meaning, and ultimately drank the kool-aid.  



The teaser campaign 
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Prior to public launch suggested exclusive 
copies be mailed with cover letter. 
 
Target audience: 
 Elected officials 
 United Ways in the state 
 United Way Worldwide 
 Corporate execs 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Letter: the start of the awareness campaign: Ring 2 in the rippleArmed with language and a sense of urgency, we are ready to move beyond the first ring in our ripple and help ALICE into the limelight.  We told our ALICE story in a compelling cover letter and sent the report to key folks.  We wanted:ReactionFeedbackBut, we REALLY wanted buy-inThese carefully selected “plants” were hoped to be eventual advocates.



ALICE roadshow 
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Target audience: 
 Relevant Conferences 
 Local and Federal gov’t officials 
 Corporate Partners 
 UWW & system 
 
Tools: 
 The Report 
 Presentations 
 “Community Conversations” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The drumbeat: Going on the RoadWith each new step, we gain comfort and ability in the messaging and how we tell it.  In New Jersey, we each have ALICE stories to frame the conversation and personalize it.  Speeches opened with an account of their day thus far…and how many ALICEs made that possible.   We fine-tuned and evolved as we went...but the reaction was all positive.  Folks understood ALICE.  It sparked interesting dialogue, ideas, and attracted new people to the discussion.  



ALICE awareness campaign 
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“Cliff notes” booklet highlighting key data, 
packaged with call-to-action (Give, 
Advocate, Volunteer) 
 
Target audience: 
 Community 
 
Uses: 
 Leave-behind at events, meetings, 

conferences 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The awareness campaign: CommunitySubsequent pieces were developed to further inform, engage, and involve the community.  This piece offered a condensed version of the massive report – distilling it to a few main issues and possible solutions.  We called this piece the “cliff notes” for obvious reasons…This is an issue that folks need to care about.  With their support, they could be empowered to be part of the solution.



Awareness campaign 
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Campaign Toolkit Sell-sheet 
Target audience: 
 Campaign coordinators 
 
Uses: 
 Content for integration 

into corporate campaign season 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the tools that were used in NJ, and the feedback from the first cohort of states, we developed a suite of marketing templates and tools to help the states launch the ALICE work in their own states and local United Ways…these provide consistent look and feel so that folks encounter ALICE in a similar way wherever they are.  Think Starbucks…I know my latte will always be the same wherever I order and enjoy it…we need to create that for ALICE or the effort will be disjointed.  ALICE in campaign materialsCampaign Video:  UnitedWayNNJ.org/CampaignVideoCampaign Toolkit:  UnitedWayNNJ.org/CampaignToolsBrochureValue & Impact sheet ALICE sheetPresentationsAppealsCommunity appeals (Messaging, also drive to video)Grant and Foundation appeals



Awareness campaign 
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Meet ALICE posters 
 
Target audience:  
 Community 
 
Uses: 
 Events 
 Campaigns 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
a set of posters to bring ALICE to life



Awareness campaign 
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Making Choices game 
 
Target audience:  
 Community 
 Donors 
 
Uses: 
 Events 
 Workplace Campaigns 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this was the game template that we developed for you all to use



Integrate ALICE into local website for launch 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The launch: local website presence (home page)In preparation for the press launch, you all should be thinking about your individual websites.  ALICE needs a home.  ALICE was given prime real estate on our homepage to ensure any visitor interested in the topic could find the reference.  As you will see here, ALICE is always front and center on our homepage – even though it has migrated around the page at different points since the launch and offered different types of messages to draw clicks.Later the data and strategies were woven throughout the site’s content as our CI strategies began to center around ALICE



UnitedForALICE.org 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
launch: website presence (ALICE splash site)And this shows you a site we created for the collaborative ALICE project to welcome the interested media and public.  This provides a platform for once again offering our positioning language (repetition, repetition, repetition) and a place to host the actual Report..  Extra content to explore.



ALICE social media 
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 Facebook.com/United4ALICE 
 @United4ALICE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this is a snapshot of the social media effort that helped launch this project across the country.  It is worth noting that this piece of the work was launched and owned by the collaborative.  This is not all about NJ providing resources – we all own this project and its success.  
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“ALICE for me was that aha 
moment when I realized that 
ALICE isn’t someone ‘unknown’ 
to me that has needs in our 
community.  It was the 
realization that ALICE is my 
colleague, my neighbor, my 
friend that says hi to me at the 
gas station, etc.  At that moment 
I was able to put a face with 
ALICE, and fully grasp who 
United Way helps.” 
                  Jonathan Tobar  
                  Former Campaign Chair 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a quote that I love from Michigan…it says it all



ALICE timeline 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a bit of history…the first Report was much like a chef developing a new recipe.  As with any great recipe, we had the most important part – quality ingredients (the data, the concept, and the passion to do something about it).  Fast forward one year and the United Ways in the northern New Jersey region were in discussions regarding merging. Our research team did a snapshot of ALICE in the counties that were considering joining forces – both as a unifying topic and as a way to evaluate the need in these communities. In 2012, one year after the merger of 5 United Ways, we wanted to further understand the territory we now served and the interconnectedness of our region so we embarked on a study that included the entire state of New Jersey.  As you all know, the Report is the heart of the project. The research is based on respected data sources. As one media report called it: This is no rehash of government poverty statistics – it looks at exactly what it takes to survive.It is replicable, scalable, and it is ours (collectively as United Ways)! It provides insight that guides strategies. The report has helped ignite this grassroots movement that you are part of todayLast year, with some years under our belts with this work, the project expanded outside our state. By 2014 we had produced 5 state reports –Connecticut, Florida,  Indiana, Michigan and New Jersey.  



ALICE timeline 
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The ALICE movement in 2019 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what’s next?  It’s YOUR  turn to shine. You may all have different ALICE’s in your community, but if we are firm in our convictions and consistent in our use and proliferation of the term, we will see the power of a grassroots movement to have collective impact on our states and country.  Thank you!Q&A?



600 United Ways  
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50% of the U.S. 
population   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And for a bit of perspective, the six states involved in the project to date represent more than ¼ of the country’s population  and have more than 600 United Ways…with you all, it is much more.  
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ALICE in Action 
• Public Officials 

 
• Gubernatorial Candidates 

 
• Strategic Planning 

 
• Workforce Tune-Up 
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Bold public policy 

• “all families in Hawaii deserve basic financial security and that it is in the 

public interest to ensure economic sustainability for our people”  

  -- Hawaii House of Representatives, 2017 

 

• Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s  
    Economic Bill of Rights, 1944  



ALICE toolkit 
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Tools: 
 ALICE Learning community  
 GoogleDrive (templates coming soon) 
 Join UnitedForALICE social media effort   
 Visit the www.UnitedForALICE.org  website 
 Familiarize yourself with the FAQs 
 Join the United for ALICE Google Group (email 

Molly.rennie@unitedwaynnj.org requesting to join the group) 
 
Reminders: 
 This is a marathon not a sprint 
 You are not alone 
 Bring folks along (communicate, communicate, communicate) 
 

http://www.unitedforalice.org/
mailto:Molly.rennie@unitedwaynnj.org
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Q&A 



Thank you. 



ALICE in the press 
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Laura Bruno 

Director, Public Relations  
United Way of Northern New Jersey 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, just to give you a little background about myself, I was a reporter for 15 years, writing local, state and national news. I worked for a local community newspaper owned by the Gannett company and also wrote for USA Today.  So, having been a reporter, I’m a story junkie. That’s what reporters are wired to want to do -- tell compelling stories. And that’s what the United Way ALICE Report allows us to do – tell a story about United Way and the community that connects with people.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you’ll see from this slide, a whole lot of reporters from news outlets across the country have found that the ALICE Report makes for really good storytelling.Last fall,  we released the Report in five states and the coverage blanketed all media outlets from newspapers and online sites to radio and television in each state.When NJ released its first statewide report, we got $800,000 worth of free media coverage.Michigan reported to us that their initial press launch resulted in 78 million impressions. So, how did we get this kind of coverage and how can you replicate our success?



A successful recipe 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It starts with understanding the media, how reporters work and what they look for in a story.Based on my experience, I can tell you that the United Way ALICE Report has all the key ingredients of a compelling story:Conflict or adversity (The data in the report provides this. It’s eye-opening and therefore makes for a good headline. In all the states so far, the research shows that at least 35 percent of households are struggling to make ends meet)Relatability (Through ALICE families sharing their stories, readers relate to how they are juggling their finances and are faced with unenviable decisions that can have long-term consequences – it’s not that they are wondering if they should upgrade to the iPhone 6, it’s how do I afford quality child care or  costly prescription medication or a costly car repair.The 3rd ingredient is Hope ( This is where United Way can shine in talking about the work we are doing to draw light to this issue and the various community impact initiatives your United Way is focused on. It also an opportunity to engage the community in getting involved in that work to help ALICE.)If you look at these 2 front pages, you’ll see that complete package for the press.You have a compelling headline, you  have the stats in a nice graphic, there’s the photo of a family, and you have United Way projected as a thought-leader in the community.What we do is provide all the elements to the press in a nice, neat little package, making their jobs very easy. I suspect in your states, it’s the same as we’ve experienced here in NJ and what we’ve heard from the other states involved in the project. Shrinking newsrooms, less time to report the news, etc…We provide everything they need to put this on the front page. 



Key element #1: Sympathetic ALICE 
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Dispel faulty stereotypes 
 
 ALICE works 
 

 Looks like me and you 
 

 ALICE can be any one of us – 
    she/he is all races, ages and  
    lives in every community 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To assemble this package for the press it starts with the Report, but it is not the Report alone.There’s great data and numbers in the Report, but you need to see that data come to life.We recommend that you have what we call a “sympathetic ALICE family” available at the time of your launch who is willing to share their story.Preferably this is a family that United Way is in contact with in some fashion already through your community impact work or through a partner agency. As Andrea talked about earlier, this family breaks that stereotypical mold of what is typically associated with  “poverty”.    I’d like to read a short excerpt from a radio interview that was done with a Michigan ALICE family that I think is a great example of what we are talking about.The person interviewed is Jesse Robinson an office administrator earning $40,000 a year. The reporter asks her to tell the audience about her and her husband, their educational and professional backgrounds. Here’s what she says:Both of us have advanced degrees and both of us have been working professionals for years. My husband actually has a doctorate and I have a bachelor’s degree. He is unable to work full-time anymore due to the disabilities and is still going  through a lot of surgeries. In the last year he’s had 11 surgical procedures. So it makes it a little bit difficult for him to be full time employed. 



Identifying an ALICE family 
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You are already serving ALICE 
 

Community Impact team  
 

Agency partners 
 

Testimonials 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, I loved this interview because it shows how ALICE is not a choice. It’s not that people are choosing to be ALICE. Circumstances outside our control can make us ALICE. Systemic barriers can keep people from moving out of ALICE.  That’s a very different message than what people typically hear around financial need.The best advice I can give you is to start now to find your ALICE representative. It takes time.You need to start talking with your CI team and  agency partners and ask them for potential families.It also takes time to vet the families and make sure they have the right story to tell. 



Key element #2: Embargo 
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One week embargo 
 Conveys report’s importance  
 Time to review/digest 
 Allows for ALICE family interview 
 Allows for graphics 
 Allows for greater depth of coverage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To move into some nuts and bolts of the press launch, I wanted to share how we rolled it out to the press because I think it’s played a large role in getting the better coverage.A critical part of the rollout is building in an embargo. We built in a week’s embargo for the press so that they got advance access through password protection on the website.This is a dense report. While the initial coverage is really going to focus on probably 3 or 4 key stats, allowing the press to see the report in advance first conveys that this report is a pretty big deal. It allows for some planning time on their part. Reporters hate to have a huge report dumped on them that they have to scramble to decipher in an hour or two.This lets them take a day or two to digest what the report is all about and plan for deeper coverage. It gives time to interview a family, line up other interviews and some larger outlets may be better equipped to create some interactive online graphics.  We are able to make available to those larger media outlets a database of the core stats down to the municipal level.Here in New Jersey, several of our media outlets did this. Because we provided that database, our state’s largest news outlet – The Star Ledger -- created this interactive map. It’s pretty simple as you can see, you hover over a town and it gives the basic ALICE stats for that town and puts it in the context with the county and state.All of these ingredients together allow for a much higher profile and deeper level of coverage. The original story generated more than 1,000 comments, 5,000 Facebook shares and 180 tweets. There were another 3,000 Facebook shares on just this map.



Key element #3: Coordination 
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Shared resources, higher stature for all 
 
 State marketing/press subgroup   
 Engage PR firm vs. in-house PR  
 Identify best spokespeople   

 

 Who owns state media outlet? 
 

 Do media territories overlap? 
 

 Joint media press conference?  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other planning piece I wanted to share with you today was something that worked really well in the other states.With the help of the state association, they all set up a marketing/PR subgroup with monthly calls.This is an opportunity to share information, brainstorm and come up with a game plan.Depending on how the media is organized in your state there may be some overlap between United Ways and media markets.You don’t want to be competing with one another for coverage, you’ll want to collaborate on coverage.In Michigan, the state association had a PR firm on retainer that helped them coordinate their coverage and cast a wide media net and the association “owned” pitching the story to the news outlets that considered themselves the state media of record.Likewise in Connecticut, the state association hired two consultants who helped make sure that individual United Ways were in communication with one another. There were some overlapping media markets there and the consultants helped to coordinate that as well as the statewide release.And,  in Florida, there was less overlap of markets and the individual United Ways managed their own press, but that was the plan they developed as a result of talking on those monthly calls and determining that in such a huge state with highly localized media, that it was the best route. Nonetheless, they shared their struggles to find ALICE families, successes, strategy and talking points so that the message was unified across the state.
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“Everywhere I go people want to talk about 
ALICE.  Three times people have stopped me to 
say, ‘…You don't know me, but I want to thank 
you for what you're doing with ALICE.’  That's 
never happened before! We've been on 
multiple media and my calendar is filling up 
with service clubs and church groups wanting 
to hear more.” 
                                                                           Ken Toll  
             President and CEO United Way of Jackson, MI 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The end result of all of this is not just the front page coverage or I should maybe say the most emailed story or the most Facebook shares. It’s what Ken Toll, President and CEO of United Way of Jackson experienced. The quote you see here is what he told us happened when his United Way launched ALICE in the press and the community.  And he wasn’t unique. What he said here is representative of experience for the other states as well. Bottom line is that the press coverage positions United Way as a thought leader in the community. It allows the community to see United Way in new light.It provides the platform for United Way to mobilize the community around some tough issues and lead the conversation around solutions. 



Templates available 
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 Media alert template 
 Press release template 
 Talking points 
 Sympathetic ALICE examples 
 Formal / Informal agency request for ALICE   
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, we do provide several resources for you.We will have a template media alert and press release for you based on what has been successful.We have some examples of who makes for a sympathetic ALICE family as well as template letters you can send to your partners to ask for their help in this department.You can see the templates from last year’s launch on the Google Drive. I will update the press release template to reflect your states joining the movement, but for the most part it will be very similar to what was used last year. 



In the news 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another great resource for you is our website where we have collected some of the best press clips from all the states.It’s organized very simply by the individual states. You can see some of the first clips, print and broadcase from the launch in each of the states and you’ll see how having an ALICE family makes a difference in the coverage that you can get. And even though it’s a few months away, I’ll put a plug in now for you to be thinking about how you will collect your press clips and share them with us. I’ve got Google Alerts set up and so I see a fair number of them, but there have been some really good ones that we would not have known about that Google didn’t catch.



Resources 
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Andrea.Conway@UnitedWayNNJ.org 
973.993.1160, x110 
 
Laura.Bruno@UnitedWayNNJ.org 
973.993.1160, x126 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, I’m happy, as is Andrea, to join on calls if you go the route of setting up a marketing/PR call and have questions.You can also reach out to us individually with any marketing/press questions or concerns.

mailto:Andrea.Conway@UnitedWayNNJ.org
mailto:Laura.Bruno@UnitedWayNNJ.org
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